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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the second issue of Brighton High School’s Literary Magazine. We
hope you enjoy this issue as much as last year’s issue. The 2012 inaugural issue
of Taurus Canis was awarded a rank of EXCELLENT in the National Council of
Teachers of English 2012 Program to Recognize Excellence in Student Literary
Magazines. Only four other high schools in the state of Michigan received a higher
ranking. Congratulations to all 2012 contributors for helping the magazine win such
a high accolade.
After the success of the inaugural edition last year, we have strived to produce a
bigger and more engaging issue this year. The editorial board has been expanded to
include editors from the sophomore, junior, and senior classes. As well, we sponsored a “six word” writing competition at the beginning of the school year. Congratulations to all of the winners, whose works are included in this issue. As a bonus,
the Creative Writing class from Scranton Middle School participated in the contest.
The middle school winners are included as well.
We thank all of the student and faculty members who have contributed to this current issue of the literary magazine. We appreciate the thought, effort, and time you
have put into your works and your willingness to share them with your fellow students and faculty at Brighton High School.
We continue to hope that the creative outlet this magazine provides will allow all
students and faculty, whether contributors or readers, to open their minds and hearts
to the beauty of the written word and works of art, and inspire creative thinking in
all.
Melanie Boskovich
Editor-in-Chief
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Sugary Tea

By: Annalisa Vitale
Tea that’s too sweet
is lovely, warm and liquid
Lighting my senses so shockingly
as I savor the sugary bliss
Slippery down my larynx
Spilling into my belly
Raspberry taste creating tickles
Heat tackling my mouth’s lining
telling my taste buds to stop the fast saturation
Warming my insides
Finally licking my lips and
tacking a smile on my face

Black Dress with Roses
By: Danielle DeMarco
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American Flamingo
By: Austin Cox

Perpetual peace perforates from such pleasant poses as these,
Your petal like feathers, delicate and easy, give you the appearance
of something other worldly,
A design so unique, so perfect, you own it.
Standing out in a crowd, that is what we should all live for.
You are not a penguin for which everyone swoons,
Nor are you a swan that is an icon for grace,
But you are yourself, beautiful in your own right.
You demand the attention you receive!
That is your oyster.

Snow Flakes
By: J.J. Kugler

Each one an awesome angel
Never two alike
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Betray
By: Lisa Xu
In tragic way thee said good-bye to me,
I stand a top the bay to wait return.
I miss thee but thee will never know from me,
The lonely autumn is knocking my losing mind.
Thee bound my heart with thee and tie it tight,
Now but thee say you have to go today,
I can feel what is strongly tearing heart.
I never forget the sound thee give away.
I love thee painfully, as maple leaves tree,

Envelopes piled up and don’t want to send,
I need the help, my mind is on the mend.
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A Moment in Natural Beauty
By: Melanie Boskovich

An unknown, distant land
Found far from civilization.
Pure, radiant splendor
Preserved in its natural state.
A structure of tall, majestic rocks
Rises from the ground.
Still, peaceful waters
God’s spiritual presence
Is revealed in the clouds’ openings.
Sunlight penetrates its rays
Capturing a single, beautiful moment.
A mix of purple, yellow, and orange
There exists no place as beautiful as
Yosemite Valley.
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Scotland’s Bonnie
By:  Julia  Leitch
    Oh  ship  of  beauty  thou  must  push  on  through  rain  and  duty.

Morning Rain
By:  Sarah  Wright
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Coral Reef
By: Shelby Phillips
Below the surface,
of your always vicious waves,
lies a reef of love,
that I could swim with all day.

Exotic Flora
By: Sarah Wright
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Behind a Smile
By: Janelle Kopa

Appearance acts as a blanket covering up the secrets locked behind closed
doors. On a daily basis we scan hundreds of faces making instant judgments on
looks alone. However, would opinions change if we knew what horrors hid within
a forced smile? Even if you may not know their story, you begin to look at people
differently just by realizing everyone has one.
The truth is, we all judge others, and unfortunately, that may never change.
thing that pops into my mind when seeing a younger child is that they possess no
worries, doubts, or regrets. Expectation over rules reality and I think a child’s life
must be incredibly easy. That opinion instantaneously shattered when a young boy
proved me wrong.
Back and forth my body gently swayed on top of a bright, yellow swing at
a summer graduation party. My eyes were glued to the unknown six-year-old boy
beside me, who was also swinging, but in a different way. His hands tightly grasped
two yellow handles and he pumped his body vigorously, propelling his feet to the
sky. Knowing I was watching, he dismounted as gracefully as he could, even attempting to stick the landing. Being a gymnast myself, I was indeed impressed.
Part of me, however, was jealous his landings were not currently being precisely
watched to determine his college scholarship fate.
was. The randomness of the question caught me off guard and I shook my head to
astronaut. It was his head’s turn to shake when my assumption was incorrect. Again,
he pointed at the sky. “My daddy’s in heaven.”
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Paralyzed with shock, the swing instantly froze in its place and my mouth
dropped open in surprise. Tears began to collect in my eyes, threatening to fall.
A second ago, his happiness soared with his body, but reality brought him back
nothing but helplessly sit there. More than anything, I wanted to say, “Everything will be okay, I know how you feel. My daddy’s in heaven too.” Instead, I
mumbled a quick apology and shifted my gaze away from the boy to keep myself
from crying.
From personal experience, I knew his life right now was anything but easy.
Mentally, I scolded myself for ever thinking differently. From the beginning, I
have been in his shoes, and at that point, a friend is all someone could ever ask
for.
Now, when I look at someone, I see an untold story, rather than just the
clothes they may be wearing. With each story, there needs to be someone every
step of the way ready to lend a helping hand when the time calls for it. Everyone
has their story, what’s yours?
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Will You Marry Me?
By:    Lorryn  Cruz

Her  eyes  wander  all  over  my  face.  They  start  at  my  lips,  my  cheeks,  drift  over  
my  jaw,  rest  on  my  eyes.  I  don’t  know  whether  I’m  blushing  or  not,  but  if  I  am,  it’s  
because  it’s  cold.  I  don’t  blush,  I  never  blush.  
Rain  slams  against  the  window.  The  bus  jolts,  like  it  was  shocked.  
  
My  hands  are  bare,  
  frozen  to  one  another,  but  no  matter  how  cold  it  
is,  5  degrees  or  negative  10,  I  don’t  wear  gloves.  I  don’t  own  gloves,  or  a  scarf,  or
or  a  hat,  just  my  black  jacket.  
Her  eyes  haven’t  left  my  face.  
I  try  to  focus  what’s  in  my  hands.  
I  try  to  resist  the  impulse  to  look  at  her,  return  her  stare,  to  tell  her  I’m  not  
blushing  because  of  her,  my  cheeks  aren’t  red  hot  because  she’s  staring,  I  feel  noth-
ing,  not  embarrassment,  not  nervousness,  nothing.  I  stare  down  at  my  hands,  and  it  
occurs  to  me  that  I’m  holding  a  little  black  box.  If  I  shook  it,  which  I  don’t  want  to  
do,  I  would  hear  a  ring  jangle  inside.  
What  is  so  freaking  fascinating  about  my  face,  I  want  to  say  to  her  now.  I’m  
about  to  turn  to  her,  to  say  exactly  that,  when  her  voice  splits  the  groan  of  the  en-
gine.
“Mommy?”  she  whispers.  Her  voice  is  soft,  but  every  syllable  is  clear,  splin-
tered  glass.  
“Mommy?”  she  says  again.  
There’s  no  reply.  
The  bus  jumps,  and  I  glance  over,  quickly.  She’s  a  little  blonde  girl,  a  tiny  
thing,  younger  than  I  expected--maybe  four  or     years  old--with  white,  shaking  
hands,  messy  hair,  mud-soaked  cheeks.  She’s  cute,  I  guess,  in  a  little-kid  way.  I  sup-
pose,  if  pressed,  I  would  admit  that  she’s  a  really  adorable  kid.  
  
By  now,  the  little  box  is  shaking  like  crazy.  My  
  won’t  keep  still,  my  
hands  are  sweaty,  my  palms  cold  and  clammy.  It’s  the  cold,  that’s  making  feel  like  
this,  as  if,  any  second,  I’m  gonna  puke.  It’s  only  the  cold,  no  emotion  otherwise.  
“Why  is  his  jacket  all  red?”  I  catch  the  last  part  of  her  question.  Her  voice  has  
risen  a  couple  pitches.  Mommy  still  hasn’t  replied,  and  for  some  reason,  that  strikes  
me.  Even  when  my  dad  would  ignore  me,  and  he  would,  all  the  time,  because  he  
was  busy  with  business  and  I  was  the  irritating  little  boy  without  a  mother  who  felt  
too  much,  was  too  sad  all  the  time,  who  was  always  a  bother;;  even  when  
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my dad would ignore me, he would at least say something like, “leave me alone.”
Her mother has said nothing.
“HIS JACKET IS RED, MOMMY.” This drags my eyes downwards.
I notice now that my jacket isn’t black, but it’s this pukish sort of scarlet-grey.
Stickiness coats fabric, and when I touch a hand to it, it’s wet and thick and lukewarm.
A shiver gushes down my spine. The bus has gotten colder.
I glance back over and see her tugging at her mother’s dress, her mother’s
purse, her mother’s arm, but her mother has done nothing. She is staring into the
seat ahead of her, face splotchy and red, as if she’d been crying.
I never cry. Not since my mom died of cancer all that time ago, no, I have
never cried, but something about this scene wrenches my heart, my stomach, and
then leaves it still.
The bus pulls off to the side of the street, comes to a stop, and past the teardrops of rain, past the blackness and the hail, I can see an ambulance drive by. It’s
Coldness wrenches inside my gut. Blood like ice, spilling out of my chest, through
my shirt, hands like wooden blocks, twisting around the box.
I don’t know what I’ll say when I see her, but I know I won’t sound like one
of those romantic, sappy morons. It’ll be hard enough to say I love you. I love you,
these words careen into me. I love you, I practice saying these words. I love you,
these words hammer my brain, these words won’t stop, these words are torture,
these words are like chewing needles, because I’ve never said them before, came
close to feeling their weight, their lightness.
The little girl wails. As I look over, she opens her mouth in a gaping, sobbing
scream, tilts her whole face up as if she were dumping her soul into frozen slush, on
and on.
“WILL YOU SHUT UP?!” I want to scream, but hold my tongue at the last
instant. There’s something about this girl, something that makes me feel, not symshe catches my gaze, catches my eyes and holds them close. She tries to still the
wobble in her jaw. She tries to close her eyes. She tries to scream, and then she goes
completely silent. Nobody else is looking at her, nobody seems to see or hear her.
I can’t deal with this shit.
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When the bus stops, I get off, not looking at her, not glancing in her direction, staring straight ahead. I stand in the rain and hail and watch the bus pull easily,
I stuff the box inside my pocket. Keep my hands out in the cold. Ignore the
redness on my jacket.
There it is. The restaurant I told her to meet me at. It isn’t the nicest place in
town, but it’s her favorite.
Wind shrieks. I can’t hear my breath. I’m not nervous.
red and blue, red and blue lights slashing behind my skull, and there’s the ambulance, with people swarming like ants around it, half of them running around and
half of them dead still, half desperate and half bored, all staring at the same thing.
This little girl in a stretcher, they wheel her closer, toward the ambulance. I can see
her face. She’s a blonde, tiny thing, and if pressed, I would say she’s adorable. I
would admit that she’s cute, I would. But her face is grey now, and she’s not breathing, despite the nurse pumping her chest, she’s, oh god, I catch a clearer glimpse.
My throat explodes.
Hail rakes downwards.
It’s her.
It’s the little girl from the bus and I don’t know how she’s here when she was
just there, with me.
For some reason, I look downward, at my damp, crimson jacket. I look up and
moving.
Rocks roil within my lungs.
I love you, the phrase crackles, springing to life. Its intensity shocks my chest.
Its intensity gives me motion. I begin to run. Running down the sidewalk, sloshing
through snow, running up to the restaurant, running into soft notes of music, slamming into deep pitches of a violin, or a cello, running, running.
And then I stop.
There she is.
Her beauty takes my breath away. Her beauty snatches my chest, lifts it up.
This little black box suddenly seems irrelevant, this little box suddenly seems
weightless.
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I’m  about  to  say  her  name  when  I  see  the  waiter,  clothes  soaked  in  snow,  ap-
proach  her,  whisper  something  in  her  ear.  She’s  still  for  an  instant,  then  starts  to  cry.  
She  looks  at  the  waiter,  stands,  she  looks  straight  through  me.  She  doesn’t  see  me.  I  
know,  somehow,  that  even  though  I’m  here,  not  
  feet  away  from  her,  I  look  like  
air.  
My  jacket  is  blood-red.  
My  heart  is  slipping  from  my  chest.  My  gut  is  draining  out.  
Please,  I  think,  and  then  she  says  something.  
“And  you’re  sure,  um,  you’re  sure  he’s  gone—dead,  I  mean?”
“I’m  so  sorry,”  the  waiter  says.  “But,  if  it’s  any  comfort,  I  don’t  know  if  it  is,  
but  I  was  there,  out  for  a  smoke  you  know,  and  I  saw  the  whole  thing,  I  saw,  um,  I  
saw  the  car  speeding,  and  I  saw  this  little  girl  and  she  was  in  the  middle  of  the  street  
and  I’m  thinking,  oh  no,  she’s  dead  but  then  this  man  comes  outta  nowhere  and  he  
jumps  in  front…  he’s  jumping  in  front  of  the  car,  in  front  of  the  girl…he  died  sav-
ing,  um,  he  died  for  her,  ma’am—”
“Stop.  Please.”  Her  voice  makes  me  choke  up.  I  don’t  feel,  I  don’t  cry,  I  don’t  
need  gloves  or  a  hat  or  a  scarf,  but  I  can  feel  this.
She’s  sobbing  now,  her  whole  chest  racking  back  and  forth.  
She  runs  from  the  dimly  lit  table  with  the  two  glasses  of  wine,  runs  from  
it  and  into  me,  straight  through  me  without  glancing  at  me,  seeing  me,  and  as  she  
passes,  I  reach  a  hand  out  to  touch  her  but  my  
  only  hold  empty  weight,  
shock  cold  air.  
She’s  gone.  She’s  a  blur  of  a  black  lace  dress.  She’s  breaking  down,  she’s  
nothing.  It  is  as  if  I  never  saw  her,  never  met  her.
A  single  thought  slaps  into  my  brain.  
You’re  the  most  beautiful  woman  I  know…
I  try  to  stop  myself,  I  try  to  avoid  tasting  the  acid  sweetness  of  my  next  
thought.
I  love  you.
And  then  it  slams  into  me,  an  electric  current  raking  through  the  ghost  of  my-
self.
Please,  would  you  marry  me?
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Couple  at  Night
By: Danielle  DeMarco

Rain  My  Love  Insanity  Waits
By:  Cristian  Ramos  

Feel  the  madness  rise  within  your  soul,
Embrace  the  power  as  there  is  but  one  toll,
Your  sanity  is  forgotten  but  I  do  not  mind,
This  feeling  of  no  fear  is  fantastically  kind,
My  power  grows  as  each  day  our  world  corrupts
But  the  emptiness  of  my  heart  tears  up
My  being,  but  I  don’t  care  I  have  one  another
To  share  my  madness  with  each  other.
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Countdown
By: Anonymous
People don’t understand
The fact that you’ve lived
With certain people
Realize that they don’t
Care and that nothing
You do can change that
And nothing you have been
Doing has done anything.
You keep trying,
Trying to explain,
Trying not to break down
But nothing is making
Things easier, they’re just
Pushing you farther towards
Self-destruction and you
Just want to disappear--not
Forever--just long enough
To see who really cares
About you and who
Could care less.
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Name of Fear
By: Cristian Ramos

Tears run down, legs lost strength, my heart skips beats,
chills of evil travels the smog of air,
ice drills terror through my veins, monsters sleep
within the soul ripping out without care,
sweat rains down, power oozes out through
the fear. Through my chills holds frost in the soul
from monster’s death marked drip, rapturing new
evil, they corrupt my mind with its toll.
Criticizing the power humans hold.
It’s foolish as we may be fragile ones,
as many we are strong as I have told
the soul within, as well as the cretin
of my fear, I might fade from my domain
as my soul rips free I learn my true name.

Untitled

By: Liz Devlin
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Greed

By: Jessica LaGosh
From East to the West and all in between,
There are people who sabotage others.
From North to the South and what’s never seen,
There are people who kill their own brothers.
Between school bullies causing suicide,
And turning wants into something we need.
The world has pushed all its morals aside,
So in turn it can justify greed.
Children go hungry and die from disease,
But when they ask for your help you say no.
Big CEO’s charge the poor endless fees,
All so their piles of excess can grow.
They do the work while you live like a king.

Look Out!
By: Alison Cesarz
There’s a monster standing behind you with its mouth open wide.
His claws are sharp, his teeth are big, and he’s got spikes all down his side.
A long black tongue dangles out of his mouth so close to touching your head.
Slithering like a snake is his tail.
It’s always behind him through rain, sleet, and hail.
On his forehead are dozens of eyes.
They’re all staring at you, I swear, no lies.
You better get up, get ready, run!
Getting eaten I’m sure is no fun.
What? You don’t believe me? You think it’s not true?
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It is.

By: James Leitch
What is it? What is it?
What is it? What do I see?
Is it green? Yes, it’s green.
Does it grow? Yes, it grows.
And burns in brilliant vanishings before it shows.
Is it warm? Yes, it’s warm.
Does it move? Yes it moves.
And tramples thunder beneath its hooves.
To watch her roam. The burst of steam.
It is of green, it is that grows,
It is of warmth, it is that roams,
It is, it is, it is.
What is it? Why is it?
Where is it? Will it remain with me?

And pools itself as an ocean without shores.
Is it lovely? It is so sweet.
Does it better? It is as a rose.
And only such a thing can sting with cunning remorse.
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To watch it stream. A path both loose and tight.
It is so sweet. It is a bleeding rose.
It is, it is, it is.
Yet we take it. Yet we burn it.
Our piece. Our place. We throw all away.

Yes we lose it. Yes we break it.
Out part. Our gift. We lie it in blackened palms.
We let the rest of us, who have lost, pad the pockets like songs
Of tears sold for greed’s ambition.
To watch it steal away. To watch it burn up.
It is gone. A gift misused by we like a pup
Who give all for some small bliss from the stores.
It is. It is. It is.
But like a candle.
Like a spark left unattended.
That goes without handle
It burns again unintended
Against a black cloth of man’s dark memory.
To turn rubble into glass, burning shadows into ash
Where only its white warmth remains.
Then green, then growth, then warmth, then motion.
It is vibrant, it is fresh,
It is life.
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Waiting for His Time
By: Sean Frank

Flies with its wings so high,
Pushing through the wind far up,
Waiting for his time.
When it rains, he will drop,
Falling to the ground so soft,
Waiting for his time.
The clouds disperse and send away,
His wings still wet and soaked,
Waiting for his time.

Rocky Mountains Meet Great Plains
By: Brendan Schultz
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Let Me Take the Lead
A Monologue, By: Tim Bart

Our narrator, MARIO, is a young man from Italy. He is displayed in a T.V.
screen, which is facing the audience. He is wearing a red hat, red shirt, brown shoes,
white gloves, and blue overalls. His hands are in his pockets and he is looking at the
ground, pondering his thoughts. He has a big, dark brown moustache and speaks
with a heavy Italian accent.
MARIO
Everyone knows me, whether it be from Super Mario or the original games, you’ve
all seen me somewhere before, and it may look like I always have a smile on my
face because of this ridiculous, oversized moustache, but being a video game character is anything but fun. It is an easy life, just doing whatever the controller tells
me to do, it makes all of my decisions for me, but there is no fun in that. Especially when the player doesn’t jump in time and one of those stinkin’ turtles kill me.
You think it’s hard to run from all of those bad guys by just pushing buttons? If
you think that can be stressful try having no control of your body while a ghost is
chasing you, or when a huge bullet is coming your way. I want control of what I do.
This job is killing me.
above him.
MARIO (cont.)
carts and the next minute I’m jumping over burning hot lava in the middle of a castle. Maybe sometimes I don’t want to race go-carts, maybe I just want to take a day
off. But no, I have no say in that, because you getting me one more level up is much
more important. Because I follow what you want to do.
Beat.
Then there is the nerve, the attitude of the game player who controls me. They’re always blaming me! ‘Why didn’t he jump?!’ ‘Run faster!’ ‘What is wrong with you?!’
somehow they blame me when all I am doing is following the directions that they
give to me. I am nothing but a character following his commands. That’s no honorable life, just following whatever they do. I want to lead the way! Yeah, that would
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be the life, carving my own path through this crazy world. No more holding ‘Y’ so I
run faster, I’ll choose my own speed. No more being told when to jump! I will jump
whenever I please. That’s the life I want. But, whenever I try to do my own thing,
make my own decisions, they call me a ‘glitch’ and throw me away. All I wanted to
do is act on my own thoughts. Apparently whenever I try to do that, I’m broken.
Takes hat off, looks down with a sad, disappointed face and shakes his head, then
looks back up.
MARIO (cont.)
Why do humans have such a need for control and power over everything? All they
want to do is to try to force others to do as they want to, to have people follow them
exactly. That is what I am, a follower. I wish just for once I could lead the way! Let
me decide things for myself! I know when to jump, when to spin, and when to duck.
the princess how I want to, you don’t know what’s best for me!
Beat.
Maybe that’s just how it’s supposed to be. Maybe I was not made to decide for myself. Could I really survive in my world without someone showing me the way?
Step-by-step, level-by-level, world-by-world? No, no one should live like that, just
listening to someone else all the time. I could make it out here! Let me take the
lead.
ride off stage. He then looks back at the audience.
MARIO (cont.)
Let me take the lead.
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Love, Trust, and Regret
By: Julie Urbaniak

The narrator, SARAH BELL, is a 19 year old teenage girl who is wearing a black t-shirt, a gray
sweatshirt, and dark gray jeans. She is standing near a park bench on a chilly fall day, watching
the leaves fall, thinking about how she lost the one she loved and how she ended up where she
is now. She is lost and confused, and can feel the depression surrounding her. Even when she
tries to beat it, she can’t.
SARAH
I never thought that I would end up where I am now. I could tell you the long version, with every detail and have this long story where you will get bored halfway through, and you feel like
I’m never going to shut up. But for your sake I will try to be quick and right to the point.
SARAH turns around, takes a deep breath and exhales before turning back to us and sits on the
table top.
SARAH
I thought things were going well between the guy I was dating and me. I was head over heels
for him and I thought he felt the same was about me. I guess I was wrong. See, we were unlike
normal couples, we picked and poked and bitched at each other on a daily basis. Nothing ever
seemed wrong with that, it’s what made us happy, strong and helped us stay together. But soon
time and hitting each other this time things got mean. Kind of like little kids. It’s sad, I know.
wipes away her tears.
SARAH
Of course after the words and actions got violent things started to slowly fall apart, I could tell
he was no longer in love because we weren’t the same people we were a year ago. As I fell
more and more in love, he was falling out of love and it was tearing me apart. We were always
able to save our relationship but this time I wasn’t so sure we could.
SARAH hesitates, she takes a deep breath and looks up. You can see the regret and pain hidden
in her eyes.
SARAH
Even after the point of no return in the relationship I still tried as hard as I could to save it. I
knew I changed from the time we met, but I never thought it would get this bad, and even after I
changed and did anything and everything for him it still wasn’t enough to save it. I loved him…
No, I can’t say loved, because I still love him and I don’t think I will ever not love him.
SARAH sits back down on the top of the picnic table and pauses while looking for the right
words to say.
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SARAH
It wasn’t just the hurtful words and hitting that ruined us. It was also jealously, and
I’ll tell you why. Because of past guys and how they treated me when I was dating
them, along with being cheated on over and over again, I was never able to pick up
the signs. But with this guy, it was different. He was different, all he wanted to do
was help people and it looked like all the other times when I had been cheated on.
But of course the one time I trusted him, my mind messed it up.
SARAH places her hand on the table and draws a heart.
SARAH
He always told me we could work on my jealously, but we never did. I would bring
it up, and he would blow it off. Then when I acted the way I did, he got upset at me.
It’s not like I didn’t work on it myself, but that is not something someone can do
alone.
SARAH stands up to stretch and yawns.
SARAH
This all started when he asked for my best friend’s number, and of course I saw no
harm in that. Then he started texting her more than me, and when he would talk to
her, he would completely forget about me. At least that’s how it seemed. He told me
mad and accused me of “not trusting him.” I trusted him, I just wanted to talk it out
so I wouldn’t be so worried. Instead, it got blown out of proportion into a huge deal
that caused a lot of emotional and physical damage, and he decided that he didn’t
love me anymore. He left and told me to never talk to him again.
SARAH stands up.
SARAH
Now you know my story, choose to believe it or not. It’s up to you. I just wanted
you to hear my side of the story.
SARAH lowers her head and walks off stage.
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Overdose
By: Shelbey Nielsen
SAMANTHA JOHNSON is wearing a low cut tank top underneath a Hollister
sweatshirt that makes her curves more pronounced. Her make-up makes her look
like a clown at a birthday. She always had a malevolent expression on her face
that seemed to be permanently carved into her. Hated by everyone, and rejected by
many.
SAMANTHA
How did I end up here? My mind seemed to be racing through all my past memories with my family. My life then slowed down till it suddenly stopped. I could not
tell my dreams from reality, they both seemed to be a cloud blocking the sunlight
from the earth.
SAMANTHA looks down on her mother sleeping in the bed next to her.
SAMANTHA
When I tried to open my eyes I couldn’t, I had no control of my body what so ever.
It was like my soul left my body and I was a lifeless zombie on a bed.
SAMANTHA (cont)
I was deeply in love with my boyfriend, too. I thought he was the one I was going to marry and spend my life with. I never knew someone could be so mean and
heartless, especially after all we have been through, and leave so abruptly. I thought
nothing could get any worse, till everyone started talking about me. They said horrible things that would send me home crying and not want to even look in the mirror
afraid to see myself starring back at me.
SAMANTHA’s scars became visible since she is wearing a hospital gown. They
were deep and pretty big. On her arms were the words, “ugly, “worthless, and stupid”. Her dad came through the door with a teddy bear and roses crying as he sat
down.
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SAMANTHA
take my own life. I was empty no emotion seemed to show how I was feeling. All
that was in my head though was what really happened….
SAMANTHA watched her mother ask the doctor what happened. He shook his
head, and explained to my mom that I might never wake up since I damaged my
brain cells and caused serious damaged to my heart and kidneys.

SAMANTHA
His words were like bullets going through my heart. I couldn’t believe what happened. I have seen these types of things on TV and didn’t think much of it since
they were fake. But the fake TV show became my reality and it scared me. I have
been in that hospital bed for almost two years with no progress. How could bullying
from my so-called friends and the boy I thought that I loved me caused me to make
this decision?
SAMANTHA looked at the clipboard. Her mother signed it, gripping my father’s
hand.
Beat
SAMANTHA

SAMANTHA’s parents both walked over to the life support machine and they removed it together, watching the heart beat monitor go down. Crying, they rubbed
my head and held my hand, my mom started singing the song she always sang when
I was little. They then kissed my forehead and left the stage.
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Paralyzed Promise
By:  Janelle  Kopa

Remember  when  our  little  pinkies  crossed?
A  promise  to  believe  the  words  were  lost.
My  lips  were  sealed  but  yours  spoke  loud  distrust,
Behind  me,  stabbing  brutal  painful  lust
The  wounds  they  bled,  now  scars  lay  in  their  place.
It’s  morbid  ‘cause  my  pinkies  weren’t  two-faced.

Silhouettes of the Parking Lot
By: Morgan  Haskins
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Spreading My Wings
Japanese Tanka
By: Emma Bay Soenderbaek
With wide, rainy eyes,
Waving goodbye to my home.
I’m spreading my wings,
Like a bird leaving the nest,

Summiting Mount Baldy
By: Brendan Schultz
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Rejected

A Monologue By: Grace Williams
Our narrator, EVE MONTOYA, is a 17-year-old girl. She is wearing a hot pink
cardigan, skinny jeans, and black Ugg boots. She sits on a small love seat with her

EVE
Have you ever been in my position before? I didn’t think so. Well just in case
you were wondering, it sucks. Waking up every morning not ready to face the day
ahead of you. That’s me. Everyday. I sleep like crazy. Every chance to get to rest
what for either. I just do. My mom made me come to this stupid place last month
because she thought I needed someone to vent to. Something about how she knew
a complete stranger and I’m just a dramatic teenager. That’s what everyone tells
me anyway. I don’t even know who to trust or what to do. I guess I just need some
help.
EVE uncrosses her legs and leans back on the love seat. Tears start to wallow in her
eyes as she turns her head back to look out the window.
EVE
I know I probably sound like a stupid teenager with regular teenager problems, but I
can tell you right now that I’m not like this all the time. This summer was awesome
and I don’t even know what happened. About a week before school started I began to feel really depressed and I started crying a lot more. I’ve been feeling really
lonely and alone all the time. I don’t want people to feel sorry for me…I don’t want
into one.
EVE turns to face the counselor who is intensely taking notes in her small pocket-size notebook.
EVE (cont.)
Has anyone ever harmed me before? Is that even a question? Yes, I have been
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harmed or hurt by someone else before. Physically? Like beaten? No, no one has ever
beat me or physically hurt me badly before. I’m talking about mentally or verbally hurt.
My heart hurts sometimes. It all depends on my mood though. If I had to describe a moment where I was mentally hurting the most…hmmm…
It would have to be when my dad left us. I was about eight. You don’t have to be sorstuff that didn’t even really matter. He usually yelled at me for not doing well enough in
school or not helping my mom out enough. He called me ungrateful a lot. Told me that
he would have had a way better life if I wasn’t born. Stuff like that.
You see, he and my mom had me by accident. Mom was 19 and my dad was 22.
They were dating and my mom had planned to move in with him so that they could have
a more serious relationship. I, however, wasn’t supposed to happen for a while. Well,
mom took a test and found out she was expecting. I’m surprised my dad didn’t kick her
out when he heard the news. Ever since I was born he’s been really bitter to the both
of us. Then one day he just packed up his stuff and took off. I haven’t heard from him
since.
I feel anger towards him. A little bit of disgust. I don’t really know how to deal
with it all. It’s not like Mom could afford to take me anywhere to get help. I don’t want
to see him or hear from him ever again. He ruined me. He ruined our family. It’s not
Beat.
EVE (cont.)
No, I don’t have a boyfriend. I never have had one. It doesn’t bother me because I tend
to push people away pretty fast. That’s what my dad did to us. I don’t want to admit
that it’s a learned behavior, but a lot of kids at school tell me that. They’ll tell me that I
have no feelings and I only care about myself just because I don’t have that many close
friends. It’s okay though…they’re ultimately right. I don’t have that many friends.
myself.

EVE
I guess you could say that I’ve never really had a dad. Even when he was around he
didn’t do much to help out. He always made me feel like crap and part of me believes
that he enjoyed doing it. I don’t want to mend our relationship or even try to come in
contact with him. He’s a jerk…that’s all he’ll ever be to me anyways.
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The 50’s Killer
By: Julie Urbaniak

I never thought that what happens in this story I’m about to tell you could happen in the real world. I knew it was a bad idea as I opened the window I got a chill.
Something was different about the air, there was a bone chilling coldness in the air,
like when you’re walking alone on a fall night and feel as if someone was following
you.
I woke up in the middle of the night to a laugh and thinking someone was sitit again, this time I saw him, each time I blinked he got closer and closer until we
were nose to nose. Before I had time to scream the man grabbed me and covered
my mouth with a cloth, everything faded to black.
I was being bounced around in what I believe is a trunk. With every turn and
felt my leg I could feel the warm blood on my hands. I started banging on the trunk
and started to scream praying someone would hear me.
“Help!! I’m in the trunk! Help!!”
a fast stop, as I slid towards the back of the trunk and slammed my face. I heard
the car engine shut off and the car door close as I heard the footsteps get closer. I
realized this may be the end. Just as I was thinking about all the horrible things he
could do to me, I heard the quiet click of the trunk unlocking and all I could see was
but with the incredible amount of pain I was in there was not much I could do. He
leaned down and whispered in my ear,
“Now, if you listen to me and do exactly as I say, no harm will be done to you.
You don’t want to end up like the last girl that didn’t listen to me, do you?”
I didn’t say anything, but I nodded my head while tears ran down my face,
hoping to run when I got the chance.
He grabbed my leg and arm and pulled me out of the trunk he let me fall on to
the road.
“Why? Why are you doing this to me?” I cried, “I’ve never done anything
to you!” I just saw him smile and let out a sinister sounding laugh.
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I  didn’t  know  where  I  was,  but  my  wrist  was  in  an  insane  amount  of  pain,  
I  tried  to  twist  and  turn  but  that  only  made  it  worse,  I  was  chained  to  a  bed  by  
one  arm,  and  as  I  felt  around  for  any  cuts  on  my  body  I  realized  my  clothes  had  
changed,  I  no  longer  felt  the  material  of  my  jeans,  or  my  softness  of  my  pull  over  
hoodie,  what  I  felt  were  silk  poofy  shoulders  and  the  roughness  of  the  lace.    I  
couldn’t  feel  anything  on  my  feet  but  I  could  feel  how  cold  my  feet  were.  Sitting  
up  wasn’t  a  really  big  deal,  but  
  a  source  of  light  was.  I  had  been  walking  
around  for  a  good  ten  minutes  looking  for  light.  
Once  I  found  a  lamp  I  turned  it  on,  what  I  saw  in  front  of  me  was  unreal.  I  
looked  around  and  saw  nothing  but  50’s  furniture,  from  the  ugly  
  print  on  the  
chair  to  the  elegant  elk  wood  vanity.  As  I  placed  my  hand  on  the  vanity’s  table  I  
could  feel  the  dust,  wondering  how  long  it  had  been  here,  waiting  for  me.    There  
wasn’t  a  clock,  or  even  a  window  to  try  to  
  out  what  time  it  was.  
  out  where  I  was.   I  was  in  the  basement  of  one  of  the  
  
  
That’s  when  I  
50’s  Killer’s  basements.  There  had  been  a  story  recently  about  “The  50’s  Killer”  as  
they  called  him.    While  construction  workers  had  been  remodeling  a  house,  a  hole  
had  emerged.    When  you  looked  down  you  saw  the  deathly  room  and  the  body  of  
the  last  victim.  It  had  been  described  just  as  this  one  had  been,  a  bed  in  the  corner,  
vanity  against  the  wall,  and  a  dirty  looking  toilet  with  an  equally  as  grubby  sink  
next  to  it.  The  woman  could  go  anywhere  in  the  chamber  except  the  stairs  to  escape.    
  out  was  he  takes  women  and  tries  to  turn  them  into  the  per-
What  the  police  
fect  house-wife,  and  if  he  fails  he  lets  them  die  alone  in  this  hell  of  a  room.
Finally,  I  got  tired  of  waiting  for  my  kidnapper  to  come  back.    I  went  to  go  lay  
down  on  the  bed  and  sleep.    Walking  back  to  the  bed  I  could  feel  the  dirt  and  how  
packed  down  it  had  been.    As  I  crawled  into  the  bed  I  remembered  my  family  and  
friends,  how  I  never  appreciated  them,  wishing  I  had  it  all  back  now  and  how  I  may  
never  see  any  of  them  again,  not  my  mom’s  welcoming  smile,  or  my  dad  trying  to    
be  funny  with  all  of  his  lame  jokes.    All  I  could  think  of  was  how  much  I’m  going  to  
miss  them.    I  thought  that  if  I  got  out  of  here  alive  I  am  going  to  change  who  I  am  
and  how  I  treat  people.  As  I  was  thinking  of  ways  I  could  change,  I  heard  the  man  
walking  down  into  the  cellar.    Now  I  wait  for  my  golden  opportunity  to  escape  and  
hopefully  kill  this  crazy  man  and  end  the  terror  for  any  future  women  and  me.
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Unforgotten

By: Shelbey Nielsen
FADE IN:
INT. SOPHIE’S APARTMENT- AFTERNOON
SOPHIE CARLSON is sitting in her chair bouncing her leg vigorously biting her
pencil. The clock is the only sounds breaking the silence in the classroom of 30
students doing class work. Her hair was pulled back into a ponytail with a headband
holding back her bangs that seemed to always get in her face. She pulled her sleeves
down covering her bruises from weeks before. She watched the clock quickly make
its way around as she bit her pencil harder. The bell rings and she makes her way
out of the school heading home.
MOTHER
(Stands in the kitchen drinking a bottle of alcohol)
She is going to regret it,
I am going to show her a thing or two.
Sophie’s mother has a dirty shirt, and her hair is down but has a lot of tangles in it
causing it to look puffy.
MOTHER
(Hears Sophie walk through the door)
Get your ass in the kitchen.
Sophie sets down her backpack by the stairs and walks slowly into the kitchen.
SOPHIE
(Leans against the table)
What do you need, Mom?
Her mother grabs the table and helps herself get the strength to stand up. She walks
over to Sophie rattling the alcohol in the bottle every step. All of a sudden she
smacks Sophie with the bottle of alcohol, sending her onto the ground.
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MOTHER
(Has a weird expression on her face)
All you ever will be good at is lying on your back.
Sophie wipes her face trying to stand but she is violently shaking, rubbing the blood
from her nose. Her mother stands over her chugging the alcohol.
SOPHIE
(She thinks she can get away)
I am going to go to my room. I am sorry.
Her mother steps in front of her and begins to hit her over and over again. She backs
slid down the wall crying. Her mother backs up and Sophie limps to her room as
fast as she could. She could hear her mother mumbling to herself.
SOPHIE
(Whispers)
I am sorry I must have done something wrong.
She looks in the mirror at her bruises, bloody nose, and her swollen eye. She wasn’t
surprised to see herself this way, that’s how her mother always was. Even when she
was sober she hated her and beat her but not as bad. Her mother was depressed so
Sophie thought it was normal and went on with her day like nothing ever happened.
SOPHIE
(Hears her dad come in the door and comes out of her room)
Hi Dad, how are you?
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FATHER
(Kicks shoes into the shoe pile)
Work was long and tiring, I heard you were being very disrespectful to your mother
today.
She turns towards her mother as she gives her father a hug and kiss.
SOPHIE
(Shakes head)
I didn’t do anything. She lost it when I came home, and she hit me.
Mother looks over at Sophie then back to her husband.
MOTHER

Sophie looks shocked.
SOPHIE
You have got to be kidding me. She calls me all these
names and hits me when I say anything to her. It
depends on the time she changes every minute and if
someone gets her mad she takes it out on me!”
FATHER
(Crinkles eyebrows)
Don’t talk to your mother that way,
now you go to your room.
Sophie can’t keep her composure and runs upstairs crying. She forces the door open
and falls onto her bed.
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My Castle on a Cloud
By:  Sarah  Wright

In  my  dreams  I  see  a  castle  next  to  a  soft  blue  sea.
Every  time  I  go  I  smile  because  it  belongs  to  me.
It  reminds  me  of  fairy  tale  I  once  heard,
Of  a  beautiful  place  surrounded  by  songbirds.
The  wind  blow  softly  on  the  beaches  below  me.
The  rain  is  warm  and  I  watch  beautiful  lightning.
  with  laughter  and  love.
The  castle  is  
The  architecture  is  beautiful  above.
The  night  is  
  with  glowing  stars.
And  not  once  will  you  hear  a  car.
Its  loveliness  is  powerful.
Its  wealth  is  bountiful.
In  the  spring  it’s  bright  and  
In  the  summer  it’s  hot  as  a  candle.
In  the  fall  it’s  
  shades  of  many  colors.
In  the  winter  it’s  white  with  glamour.
  cloud.
The  castle  is  placed  on  a  
That  is  all  I  can  say  aloud.
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6 Word Story Competition
In the fall, the Taurus Canis Literary Magazine
challenged Brighton High School students and staff
to capture a complete story, theme, or idea in only six
words.

Winners:
2. Traveled to Congress. Ended at zoo. - Andrew Hassani
3. Two towers, two planes, ashes remain. - Taylor Corkins
5. Bucket of K.F.C. No toilet paper. - Blake Brooks

Notable Mentions:
Reality drips Endless rain Down cheeks. - Janelle Kopa
Asked. Denied. Asked again. Danced goodnight. - Andrew Hassani
It’s December twenty-second, I’m still here. - Tim Bart
In the west, the sun sets. - Kelly Minaly
Crying a river. Drowning in it. - Annalisa Vitale
Thunder clap. Tree falls. State Farm? - Lindsey Rowell
Lies are told, knowledge is gained. - Carly Mohr
Cheated me once, and I’m gone. - Hannah Evans
Don’t need a camera to smile. - Tim Nisenbaum
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AP English Themed Notable Mentions:
(Siddhartha and Crime and Punishment)
Hack, slash, slice. Sisters are dead. - Austin Cox
Split personality, who will he be? - Niki DeLaurence
Guilt grows, remorse shows, he knows. - Rachel Wehrly

Brighton High School Faculty Submissions:
Leap, tuck… then splash, ahhhh summer! - Colleen Buchanan
Textestrian tunnel-vision crash coffee shirt bummer. - David Leonard
Drowning in essays, still seeking treasure. - Kim Christiansen

Literary Magazine Editorial Staff Submissions:
Millions dead, illness unknown. Mom coughs. - Lorryn Cruz
Beautiful landscape, but it’s awfully cold. - Liz Devlin
Widower goes camping. Takes a shovel. - Ethan Curtis
Dressed in black. Drunk driver’s legacy. - Sean Frank
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Scranton Middle School
Creative Writing Class Submissions:
Heroes came home. Cowards did not. - Olivia Anderson, 7th grade
Hands reach, but nothing is there. - Olivia Anderson, 7th grade
Harry cried, a scar was there. - Brittany Stahl, 7th Grade
Two swords came out. One prevailed. - Brittany Stahl, 7th Grade
A real warm bed, snores heard. - Trevor Dunn, 7th Grade
For sale, glass slippers, princess owned. - Lenae Stienke
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